Online Education for Clerks
Electronic Envelope Fees
Budget Development Timeline Changes
Mediation and Online Dispute Resolution Programs
Collections Process
Language Access Program
Law Clerks
ICAR 32 Update
IT Field Tech Position Hiring
ADOC meeting standing agenda items
Idaho Supreme Court Three-Year Architecture Initiatives Explained

Cloud Pivot
### What is the Cloud?

- The cloud is a remote data center that provides servers, software, and information that run on those servers. Cloud servers are in data centers all over the world.

- Users and companies do not have to manage physical servers themselves or run software applications on their own machines. They can access these through an internet connection.

### Why Move to the Cloud?

- Reduce complexity
- Stabilize and predict costs
- Improve security
- Enhance stability & availability
- Improve performance
- Reduce risk of data loss
- Enhance business continuity & disaster recovery
- Enable scalability (scale up & down)
What does it look like today?

If you use Zoom today, you are already experiencing the cloud.
Step One – Build an ISC Internet

Next up: Move FTR recordings in the cloud
Adding new capabilities – Providing Office 365

The final cloud Pivot – Hosting Odyssey in the cloud
IT Architecture Initiatives

Technology Deployments for the Idaho Judiciary
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County Internet Strategy
Cloud Strategy & Investigation
FTR Recording Vault
Office 365 Statewide Strategy
Cloud Strategy & Investigation
Odyssey SaaS
End User Compute Strategy
DaaS

Three-year plan assumes available funding
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